Somatosensory off-response in humans: an MEG study.
We recorded cortical activities in response to the onset and offset of a train of electrical pulses applied to the right hand in eleven healthy volunteers by the use of magnetoencephalograms to clarify temporal and spatial profiles of the somatosensory on- and off-cortical responses. Results showed that a region around the upper bank of the sylvian fissure of both hemispheres responded to the onset and offset of the stimulus, while the activity in the primary somatosensory cortex (SI) of the hemisphere contralateral to the stimulation was clear only for the onset response. The SI activity consisted of two components suggesting that two distinct populations of neurons in SI were involved in processing a train of pulses. The location of the source of activity in the contralateral para-sylvian region (cPara) differed significantly between the on- and off-response, while that of the activity in the ipsilateral para-sylvian region (iPara) did not. The differences in location of the cPara activity might be caused by the overlapping of several cortical activities in response to each stimulus and stimulus event (on and off events), while the iPara activity might reflect purely the event-related response. Moreover, some subjects had clear iPara activity without cPara activity especially in the off-response, suggesting the iPara activity to be independent of the cPara activity. We consider that activities in the parasylvian region are involved in the detection of changes at the body's surface.